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Dynamic unbalance force is an important factor affecting the service life of scrap metal shredders (SMSs) as the product of mass
error. Due to the complexity of hammerheads arrangement, it is difficult to take all the parts of the hammerhead into account in
the traditional methods. A novel optimization algorithm combining genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm is
proposed to improve the dynamic balance of scrapmetal shredders.&e optimization of hammerheads and fenders on SMS in this
paper is considered as a multiple traveling salesman problem (MTSP), which is a kind of NP-hard problem. To solve this problem,
an improved genetic algorithm (IGA) combined with the global optimization characteristics of genetic algorithm (GA) and the
local optimal solution of simulated annealing algorithm (SA) is proposed in this paper, which adopts SA in the process of selecting
subpopulations. &e optimization results show that the resultant force of the shredder central shaft by using IGA is less than the
traditional metaheuristic algorithm, which greatly improves the dynamic balance of the SMS. Validated via ADAMS simulation,
the results are in good agreement with the theoretical optimization analysis.

1. Introduction

Due to the existence of machining errors and the difference
of process parameters, the machining process of hammer-
heads will cause a mass error. However, for the SMS, when
the hammerheads of different masses are installed on the
rotor and the rotor rotates, the dynamic unbalance force will
be produced, which may reduce the service life of the rotor.
&e arrangement of hammerheads will affect the result of the
dynamic unbalance force, so the arrangement of hammer-
heads is important to the design of SMS.

At present, the traditional method of hammerhead ar-
rangement is to ensure rough equality of the transverse and
longitudinal mass of hammerheads or to adopt the method
of a large mass of hammerheads in the middle of the rotor
and a small mass of hammerheads on both sides of the rotor.
&ese two methods can effectively reduce the dynamic
unbalance of the rotor, but the result is not optimal due to
the fact that the hammerhead is divided into three different
types, and the arrangement of hammerheads is more
complex, so it is very difficult to meet the requirements.

&is paper focuses on the optimization of hammerhead
arrangement with PFY2026 which consists of 39 hammer-
heads, 6 side fenders, and 21 common fenders. A kind of
arrangement is designed tominimize the dynamic balance of
SMS. &is problem belongs to the multiple traveling
salesman problem (MTSP) which is an extension problem of
the famous traveling salesman problem (TSP) and belongs to
the NP-hard. MTSP is more complex than TSP because it
aims to solve a set of Hamilton loops where m (m> 1) is
formed in n (n>m) and the salesman does not walk
repeatedly.

Many problems are used to model MTSP, including the
many-objective optimization problem for an unmanned
aerial vehicle [1], the optimization of vehicle crashworthi-
ness [2], aircraft fuselage stiffeners [3], the shape optimi-
zation of a vehicle clutch lever [4], mission planning [5], and
vehicle scheduling [6, 7]. Because of the complexity of MTSP
combinations, many researchers try to relax MTSP to
standard TSP and solve it by using an exact algorithm, but
the results are not satisfactory [7]. &e fuzzy-logic-based
Taguchi method is an effective approach for optimizing the
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multiple quality characteristics of compliant mechanisms
[8–10]. For the MTSP problem, various optimization al-
gorithms, such as ant colony algorithm (ACO), genetic al-
gorithm (GA), simulated annealing algorithm (SA), artificial
bee colony algorithm (ABC), artificial neural network
(ANN), and particle swarm optimization (PSO), are all
studying the optimization and improvement of the problem.
In [11], a new ACO followed by the MAX-MIN Ant System
is proposed to solve the MTSP. Compared with GA, this
method demonstrates competitive performance on some
benchmark instances. To optimize the arrangement of
hammerheads and fenders, Wang et al. [12] proposed an ant
colony optimization algorithm improved by a multidi-
mensional matrix and random number q0 and separating
the first loop from other loops. Simulation results show that
this method can significantly reduce the dynamic unbalance
force.

ACO is specially proposed for TSP and performs well.
ACO has many advantages, such as good robustness, parallel
distributed computing, and easy combination with other
heuristic methods. However, because the convergence speed
of ACO is slow, it is easy to stagnate and to be trapped in a
local optimal solution. Compared with ACO, GA is a global
optimization algorithm [13].&is characteristic avoids many
disadvantages of traditional local search techniques in dif-
ficult search spaces. In particular, hybridization is a very
powerful mechanism for introducing new genetic material
and maintaining genetic diversity, but with decisive attri-
butes, good parents also produce good performance or
superior offspring [14–16]. Carter et al. [17] proposed a new
GA chromosome and its related operators for MTSP,
comparing its theoretical properties and computational
properties with previous studies. &eir computational tests
show that the two-part chromosome coding method leads to
a smaller search space and, in many cases, leads to better
solutions than previous techniques. Most importantly, this
work minimizes the number of redundant candidate solu-
tions in the search space. To improve the GA, Kwak et al. [18]
implemented a new selection method and a novel crossover
operation in the genetic algorithm. &e capacities of the
proposed strategies are verified through various nonlinear/
nonconvex functions and engineering optimization prob-
lems. Cho et al. [19] used GA and ANN to optimize the
structure of truck radial tires, which can effectively improve
the durability of the tires.

Meng et al. present a comprehensive work on the ap-
plication of ten popular and recent metaheuristic algorithms
to five engineering problems [20]. &e efficiency of nine
metaheuristic algorithms is evaluated on eight mechanical
design problems using solution quality and convergence
analysis [21].

GA is extensible and easy to be mixed with other
technologies. &erefore, based on the defects of GA in the
TSP problem, it can be combined with other optimization
algorithms, which may achieve unexpected results. Simu-
lated annealing (SA) is a general probabilistic search tech-
nique that simulates physical processes of heating and
controlled cooling [22]. SA attempts to replace the current
state with random movement at each step. New states are

acceptable, and their probabilities depend both on the
temperature difference between the corresponding function
values and on the differences between them.&erefore, SA is
capable of obtaining more optimal solutions [23]. Lee et al.
[23] proposed a new method combining a genetic algorithm
and a truncated Monte Carlo simulation to reduce optimal
cost. Wang et al. [24] proposed a novel genetic simulated
annealing (GSA), which is a combination of GA and SA, to
optimize the machining parameters for milling operations.
Furthermore, to solve the optimal reactive power pro-
gramming problem, Jwo et al. [25] proposed a global op-
timization technique and hybrid simulated annealing/
genetic algorithm (HSAGA) combining GA and SA. In the
actual operation of the reactor, this method shows improved
performance. In order to overcome the slow convergence
speed and poor global search ability of quantum-inspired
evolutionary algorithms, Deng et al. proposed a variety of
improved methods for different algorithms. In [26], an
improved quantum-inspired cooperative coevolution algo-
rithm is proposed. And an enhanced MSIQDE algorithm
based onmixingmultiple strategies is described in [27].&ey
combined the quantum computing characteristics of
quantum evolutionary algorithm (QEA) and the divide-and-
conquer idea of cooperative coevolution evolutionary al-
gorithm (CCEA) to come up with an improved differential
evolution in [28].

In this paper, an improved genetic simulated annealing
algorithm (IGA) is proposed, in which the triple traveling
salesman problem is set up in parallel by real number coding
to optimize the dynamic balance of the arrangement of
hammerheads and fenders on scrap metal shredders (SMSs).
&e hybrid of GA and SA is an innovative attempt. It
employs the superior performance of the SA algorithm to
solve the local optimal solution and improves the conver-
gence of GA in optimization. In the operation of GA, se-
lection, crossover, and mutation share the same
chromosome. And before the selection, the three variables
are split, and after the mutation is finished, the three var-
iables are reconstituted into the same chromosome. In the
SA, parallel operation is also used, which performs well at
the local optimal solution. Finally, comparing with the
optimization results of ACO which are the same as Wang
[12], the resultant force of the shredder rotor center shaft is
reduced by 80.64%, and the dynamic balance of the shredder
rotor is greatly improved.

&e paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the dy-
namic balance theory and the mathematical model of the
SMS are presented. Section 3 details the basic structure and
parameter setting of the proposed IGA. In Section 4, the
optimization results of the IGA are compared with those of
other algorithms. In Section 5, the results are analyzed and
verified by ADAMS. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2. Mathematical Model of SMS

2.1. Dynamic Balance Design "eory. According to the dy-
namic balance theory, there will be a dynamic unbalance of
the rotating rotor due to machining errors and installation
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errors. In order to achieve the dynamic balance of the ro-
tating rotor, mass can be added or reduced to counteract the
dynamic unbalance. When a well-balanced rotor is installed,
the required assembly tolerances allow radial displacement,
resulting in an unbalanced state.&us, although the dynamic
unbalance of the rotor cannot be completely eliminated, its
influence can be minimized as much as possible.

2.2. SMSParameters. As shown in Figure 1, the SMS consists
of 39 hammerheads, 6 side fenders, and 21 common fenders.
&e working radius is 2000mm and the working length is
2790mm.&e rotational speed of the rotor is 595 r/min. &e
actual mass of hammerheads and fenders is shown in Ta-
bles 1 and 2 .

&e arrangement form of hammerheads and fenders is
shown in Table 3. &e hammerheads and fenders are
intersected, in which the fenders protect the hammerhead.
According to experience, the arrangement of hammerheads
also meets the following requirements:

(1) &e mass of the hammerheads and fenders on the
same disk is equal or similar

(2) Hammerheads and fenders cross in heavy and light
form

(3) &e hammerheads arranged in the axis direction are
symmetrically arranged relative to both sides of the
centerline

2.3. Dynamic Balance Model of Shredder

2.3.1. Global and Local Coordinates. &is paper defines oi

− xiyizi(i � 1, . . . , 69) as the coordinate system of the shredder
rotor system, as shown in Figure 2 and it is also the global
coordinate system of the SMS, the local coordinate system of the
hammerhead plate, and the local coordinate system of the
hammerheads.

&e component of a position vector in coordinate system
oi − xiyizi is defined as follows:

ri �

xi

yi

zi

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭
, (1)

where ri is the coordinates of the centroids of the i-th rotor
and it can be converted to coordinate system
oi− 1 − xi− 1yi− 1zi− 1 via

ri− 1 � di− 1 + Ai− 1,iri, (2)

where di− 1 represents the position vector of coordinate
system oi − xiyizi relative to coordinate system
oi− 1 − xi− 1yi− 1zi− 1 and Ai− 1,i represents the rotationmatrix of
coordinate system oi − xiyizi oi − xiyizi relative to
oi− 1 − xi− 1yi− 1zi− 1.

For example, when analyzing the local coordinate system
o4 − x4y4z4 of the hammerhead relative to the coordinate
system o3 − x3y3z3, it is considered that the local coordinate
system is as follows:

r4 � d4 + A4,3r3, (3)

where, if the rotor of SMS reaches dynamic balance, the
displacement vector d4 can be regarded as 0, and the co-
ordinate system o4 − x4y4z4 is only one angle θ � π/3 of
rotation relative to the coordinate system o3 − x3y3z3,
namely,

d4 � 0,

A4,3 �

cosθ − sinθ 0

sinθ cosθ 0

0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
(4)

&e central shaft is a flexible body in practice, and there
is deformation in the central shaft. However, the effect of the
distribution of the hammerheads on the central shaft is
small, so it is assumed that the central shaft is a rigid body.

2.3.2. Modeling. According to the principle of dynamic
balance, two equivalent planes are set at both ends of the
rotor to calculate the equivalent resultant force of the rotor,
as shown in Figure 3. &e mass of the hammerheads will
affect the product of the mass radius, thus affecting the
dynamic balance of the rotor.

Planes 1–11 are the 11 rows of the rotors, and plane I and
plane II are the bearing central surfaces perpendicular to the
central shaft at both ends of the central shaft. In the working
process of SMS, both the hammerheads and the common
fenders are in the state of swinging up and down. Even if they
are hit by minerals, they will only swing back and forth at a
very small angle, which is ignored here. &erefore, it can be
assumed that the central shaft axis is in line with the center of
mass of the hammers and the fenders. &e radius of rotation
of each hammer and fender is equal to the distance between
the central shaft axis and their center of mass.

&e SMS has a total of 11 disks. Each disk can be
designed as a plane because, in the actual production pro-
cess, there is a gap between the disk and the rotor con-
nection, which leads to the shaking of hammerheads and
fenders in the working process, but the angle is very small.
&is situation is ignored here. &erefore, it can be assumed
that the rotation radius of the hammerheads and fenders is
equal to the vertical distance from the centerline of the axis
to the center of mass.

In the process of rotor rotation, it is assumed that there
will be no movement back and forth between the ham-
merhead shaft and the relative movement between the
hammerhead and the hammerhead shaft, so the distance
between plane I and plane II and the distance between the
two sides of the hammerhead are all known.&e centrifugal
force Fi �mriω2, i � 1,. . .,66, the radius of the center of mass
of the hammerhead is rC, and the radius of the center of
mass of the common fender is rF. When the rotor rotates at
an angular velocity of ω, the centrifugal inertia force is
F1∼F66, respectively, which forms a space force system. &e
conditions for dynamic balancing of the rotor are as
follows:
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66

i�1
Fi � 0,



66

i�1
Mi � 0,

(5)

where Fi is the centrifugal and Mi is the torque of the i-th
hammerhead acting on the central shaft, respectively. &e
spatial inertial force system F1∼F66 generated by the ec-
centric mass of the hammerhead is decomposed to plane Ι, as

shown in Figure 3. Marked asmΙAC, representing the mass of
hammerheads at all A positions of 1–11 planes, mΙAF,
representing the mass of the common fenders at all A po-
sitions of 1–11 planes decomposed to plane I, mΙBC, mΙBF,
mΙCC,mΙCF,mΙDC,mΙDF,. . .,mΙFF. In the same way, the spatial
inertial force generated by the mass of the hammerhead is
decomposed to plane ΙΙ, mΙΙAC, representing the mass of
hammerheads in all positions A of 1–11 planes to plane ΙΙ,
mΙΙAF, representing the mass of the common fenders at all A
positions of 1–11 planes that are decomposed to plane II,
mΙΙBC, mΙΙBF,. . ., mΙΙFC, mΙΙFF.

For plane I, the total resultant force is as follows:

FΙ � 
i

miriω
2

� 
i

miriω
2
, i � 1, . . . , 66.

(6)

In the same way, for plane II, the total resultant force is as
follows:

FΙΙ � 
i

miriω
2

� 
i

LΙΙi
L

miriω
2
, i � 1, . . . , 66.

(7)

&erefore, the total combined force of plate I and plate ΙΙ
is as follows:

F � FΙ + FΙΙ

� 
i

LΙi
L

miriω
2

+
LΙΙi
L

miriω
2

 , (i � 1, . . . , 66).
(8)

&e optimization objective function can be assumed to
be

Min(F), (9)

where L represents the distance between plane I and plane II
and LIi and LIIi are the distance between the i-th ham-
merhead to the plane I and plane II, respectively, mi and ri
are the mass and the barycenter of the i-th hammerhead,
while ω is the rotor rotation speed.

(a)

1 Common fender, 2 Hammerhead, 3 Hammerhead
sha�, 4 Bearing, 5 Central sha� 

1 2 3

4

5

(b)

Figure 1: &e model of SMS. (a) Physical model of SMS (PFY2026); (b) three-dimensional model of SMS.

Table 1: Mass of hammerheads.

Type Mass (kg)

Heavy 135.0 134.3 134.2 134.1 134.1 134.1 134.1 134.0
134.0 134.0 134.0 134.0

Middle 133.4 133.4 133.2 133.2 133.2 133.2 133.0 133.0
133.0 133.0 132.4 132.3 132.3 132.3 132.3 132.3

Light 132.2 132.2 132.2 132.1 132.0 132.0 132.0 132.0
131.3 131.3 130.2 130.0

Table 2: Mass of fenders.

Type Mass (kg)

Common
fenders

Heavy 225.1 225.0 224.4 224.4 224.2 224.0

Middle 223.8 223.8 223.3 223.3 223.2 223.2
223.1 223.1 222.5 222.3 222.1 221.4

Light 221.0 220.2 220.1

Side fenders Heavy 260.0 255.4 255.4
Light 255.3 255.3 255.2

Table 3: Arrange form of the hammerheads and the fenders.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
A ○ ○ ○ ○ □ □ □ ○ ○ ○ ○
B △ □ □ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ □ □ △
C ○ ○ ○ ○ □ □ □ ○ ○ ○ ○
D △ □ □ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ □ □ △
E ○ ○ ○ ○ □ □ □ ○ ○ ○ ○
F △ □ □ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ □ □ △
Note. ○, □, △ represent the arrangement form hammerheads, common
fenders, and side fenders, respectively.
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&e design variable is the arrangement of hammerheads
which includes hammerheads, common fenders, and side
fenders.

Constraints are given as follows:

(1) &e arrangement of the three types of hammerheads
is shown in Table 4.

(2) &e central shaft meets the stiffness conditions:

|f|≤ [f],

|θ|≤ [θ].
(10)

(3) &e stiffness condition of the central shaft is as
follows:

σmax �
|M|max

W
≤ [σ]. (11)

3. Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA)

Genetic algorithm (GA) is widely used in the optimization
field because of its extensive representation of feasible so-
lutions, better global search performance, and inherent
heuristic random search. GA approaches the optimal so-
lution by increasing the fitness of individuals. &e SA al-
gorithm has strong global search ability and high search
accuracy, but it also has some limitations: GA is easy to fall
into the local optimal solution, while the accuracy and speed
of SA are strongly dependent on the selection of the initial
temperature and the process of cooling, and the convergence
speed is very slow.

In this paper, an improved genetic algorithm (IGA) is
proposed to optimize the balanced model of SMS with SA.
&e basic program block diagram process is shown in
Figure 4. &e algorithm consists of a GA stage and an SA
stage, which are based on the genetic genes in biology.

In the first stage, GA calculates the optimal solution by
selection, crossover, and mutation. In order to improve the
GA falling into the local optimal solution, we introduce SA
in the process of selecting subpopulations. SA jumps out of

the local optimal solution trap through the adaptive tem-
perature updating.

3.1. Crossover Strategy. GA uses single crossover and two-
point crossover as two basic genetic crossover operators mostly
[29]. A single crossover is the most basic crossover operator
proposed by Holland [30], and the concrete operation process
is realized: a single crossover is randomly selected in a single
string, genes are exchanged before and after the intersection,
and then two new individuals are generated. In an earlier study,
Spears et al. [31] found that because of increased genetic
damage, two points, especially multiple points, encourage
search space exploration. &is helps prevent premature con-
vergence of highly healthy individuals and makes search more
robust. In this paper, a two-point crossover is adopted, and the
crossover strategy is shown in Figure 5.

3.2. Mutation Strategy. &e performance of GA depends on
an efficient search operator to guide the system to global
optimization. One problem besetting GA is premature
convergence. In order to reduce or even avoid falling into a
local optimal state, mutation operators provide amechanism
to explore new solutions and maintain population diversity
[31]. Tang proposed an adaptive directed mutation (ADM)
operator, which combines a local directed search strategy
and an adaptive random search strategy to improve the
genetic algorithm’s ability to search for global optimal so-
lutions and accelerate convergence [32].

&ere are many mutation operators such as random
mutation operator (RMO) [33], polynomial mutation op-
erator (PMO) [34], nonuniform mutation operator
(NUMO) [35], and Gaussian mutation operator (GMO)
[36–38]. A random mutation operator with a mutation rate
of 0.01 is used in this paper. &e parameter configuration of
the IGA is shown in Table 5.

3.3. Selection Strategy Based on Simulated Annealing. &e
successful application of GA depends on the population size
of the search space or the diversity of individual solutions. If

Table 4: Arrangement of hammerheads and fenders of IGA and ACO (kg).

IGA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Total
A 132.3 132.1 132.3 134.1 224.4 224.0 224.0 134.0 134.0 132.2 133.0 1736.4
B 255.2 220.2 225.1 134.0 132.4 133.0 132.2 133.0 224.0 222.1 255.4 2066.6
C 133.0 134.2 131.3 132.3 223.2 224.2 223.2 131.3 132.0 132.2 133.2 1730.1
D 255.4 222.5 223.1 134.3 133.2 133.2 134.1 135.0 221.0 223.2 260.0 2075
E 134.0 134.1 130.2 134.0 220.1 225.0 221.4 130.0 134.1 133.0 132.0 1727.9
F 255.3 222.3 223.1 134.0 132.0 134.0 132.0 133.0 224.4 223.3 255.3 2068.7
Total 1165.2 1065.4 1065.1 802.7 1065.3 1073.4 1066.9 796.3 1069.5 1066 1168.9 11404.7
ACO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Total
A 135.0 132.2 134.1 132.0 224.2 220.1 223.1 133.0 132.3 131.3 134.1 1731.4
B 260.0 223.2 220.2 134.0 132.0 132.2 133.0 132.1 224.0 225.0 255.5 2071.2
C 133.0 133.0 132.3 130.0 224.4 225.1 223.2 130.2 134.0 133.2 133.2 1731.6
D 255.4 224.0 224.4 134.2 134.0 131.3 134.0 132.0 222.5 221.0 255.3 2068.1
E 132.3 134.0 134.1 134.0 222.3 223.2 221.4 132.0 133.0 134.1 134.0 1734.4
F 255.2 224.0 223.1 132.4 133.2 133.0 132.2 134.3 222.1 223.2 255.3 2067.9
Total 1170.9 1070.5 1068.1 796.6 1070.1 1064.9 1066.9 793.6 1067.9 1067.8 1167.3 11404.7
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Figure 4: Block diagram of IGA.
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Figure 5: Two-point crossover strategy.
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the diversity of GA cannot be maintained until it reaches the
global optimum, it is difficult to find the global optimum,
and sometimes it even leads to premature convergence to the
local optimal. Although diversity is a major concern, it also
leads to the deterioration of GA performance [39]. Many
scholars have made many improvements based on GA, for
example, combining simulated annealing algorithm (SA).

SA can also be directly applied to the MTSP problem.
Because SA is a stochastic probability algorithm, the opti-
mization consumes more time but shows more feasible
results. Based on the above advantages, SA is applied to the
process of solving the local optimal solution by MTSP. SA
has the ability to jump out of the local optimization, and it is
introduced into the IGA.

At present, the main selection strategies are the roulette
selection method, random traversal sampling method,
truncation selection method, and tournament selection
method, based on previous studies. We introduce SA into
the selection strategy to update the iterative population.

&e SA starts from the initial setting temperature and
generates the initial solution in the problem solution space
and generates new solution through genetic crossover and
mutation. By comparing the new solution with the old so-
lution, the replacement is carried out according to the Me-
tropolis criterion. SA accepts the optimal solution with
probability 1 and the worst solution with a certain probability,
which can effectively jump out of the local optimal solution.

&e Metropolis criterion defines the probability of in-
ternal energy transfer from state i to state j at a certain
temperature T:

p
T
ij �

1, E(i)≤E(j),

e
− (E(i)≤E(j)/KT)

� e
− (ΔE/KT) others.

⎧⎨

⎩ (12)

E(i) and E(j) are the internal energy in state i and j,
respectively; △E denotes the increment of internal energy;
and K is the Boltzmann constant. When E(i)≤E(j), the
system will accept the new state with probability 1; on the
contrary, the system will accept the bad state with a certain
probability. &e SA is used to improve the genetic operator
to combine them. &is probability is controlled by tem-
perature T. When the temperature drops slowly enough, the
optimization results will not easily jump out of the prom-
ising search area, which greatly enhances the local search
ability of particles.

4. Optimization Results of the Comparison

In this section, we simulate IGA and compare it with several
classical metaheuristic algorithms. ACO is based on the
result of the previous paper [12]. &e parameters include
information heuristic factor α� 1; expectation heuristic
factor β� 2; and informational volatile factor q0� [0.7, 0.9].
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is also a classical met-
aheuristic algorithm as a comparison in this paper.&emain
parameters of PSO include inertia weight ω� 0.9; cognitive
acceleration coefficient C1� 1; and social acceleration co-
efficient C2�1. &e parameter configurations of GA and
IGA are listed in Table 5. IGA optimizes the hammerheads in
Tables 1–3. To illustrate the stability of IGA, the optimal
results are solved by optimizing the theoretical results
randomly in MATLAB. All the experiments corresponding
to each algorithm are conducted 20 times independently.
&e numerical results obtained by various algorithms are
presented in Table 6. Several statistics are recorded, such as
the best, mean, worst, and standard deviation of the fitness
values. In order to visualize and compare the convergence
behavior, the history of the obtained best fitness value is
plotted for each algorithm in Figure 6.

From Table 6, we can see that the IGA algorithm has
higher stability. And compared with the classical meta-
heuristic algorithm, it can effectively escape the local trap
and get the global optimal solution. By comparison in
Figure 6, it is found that IGA has a faster convergence rate
and the solution obtained is better.

5. Simulation Verification and Discussion

IGA optimizes the hammerheads in Tables 1–3. &e pa-
rameter configurations of IGA are listed in Table 5. In
Table 4, the arrangement of IGA and ACO take
Fmin � 147.7N and 762.94N, for example, respectively. &e
results show that the hammerheads and the fenders are
intersected in the form of heavyweight, well balanced on the
same radial plane, and similar axisymmetric mass. In IGA
and ACO, the total mass of rows and columns are close,
while the variation of columnmass of IGA is less than that of
ACO.

Table 4 shows that the results of IGA are compared with
those of ACO. It can be seen from the table that all the
forces have been greatly reduced, in which the partial forces
in the x direction in plane ΙΙ have been reduced to the single
digits of 5.6 N, and the reduction range has reached
− 98.15%. &e total resultant force decreased by − 80.64%. It
can also be seen from the table that IGA can greatly im-
prove the dynamic unbalance of the broken hammerhead
shaft in theory.

Figure 7 shows the optimization results of each iter-
ation of IGA, in which the black line represents the
hammerheads optimization results of IGA curve, where
each point of the curve is equal to the sum of the
remaining four curves, and the red line represents the x
direction component force in plane Ι. &e blue line rep-
resents the y direction component force in plane Ι, the
orange line represents the x direction component force in

Table 5: Parameter configuration of IGA.

Parameter Value
popsize 30
Pc 0.85
Pm 0.01
Selection method in GA Selection based on fitness
Mutation method Swap
Replacement in GA Steady-state GA
Replacement percentage 1/3
T0 97
Tf 3
α 0.99
Markov_length 1000
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plane ΙΙ, and the green line represents y direction com-
ponent force in plane Ι. Figure 8 shows the comparison of
the two algorithms (IGA and ACO), where ACO is the
result of the previous paper’s algorithm running well once

[10]. It can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that the algorithm
is convergent after 450 iterations. ACO basically con-
verges after 80 iterations, IGA falls into the local optimal
solution in 150–450 iterations, and SA of IGA is used to
find the local optimal solution to obtain a better result. &e
results show that the resultant force of the shredder
central shaft is reduced by 80.64%. IGA has better con-
vergence and robustness than ACO.

In Figures 9 and 10, the simulation results of IGA and
ACO are shown, where the simulation time and the steps are
5.0 s and 0.01 s, respectively. Initially, the rotor is unbal-
anced, and the hammerheads swing up incompletely. &en,
the hammerheads run to the balance stage, and the curves
tend to be normal. Figure 11 shows the comparison of
simulation results in ADAMS to distinguish the difference of
optimization curves between IGA and ACO on plane Ι and
plane ΙΙ. It can be seen from Figure 11 that the resultant force

Table 6: Comparison of various statistical values by the applied
algorithm.

Algorithms Best Mean Worst SD
ACO 762.9 845.9 954.7 62.0776
GA 402.3 541.7 643.6 63.5123
PSO 309.7 449.5 607.6 73.1067
IGA 147.7 161.7 190.3 13.5338
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of IGA is significantly less than that of ACO on both plane Ι
and plane ΙΙ.

To illustrate the feasibility of the results of theoretical
optimization, the comparison of IGA optimization results
between theoretical and simulation values is shown in
Figure 12. From this, it can be seen that the theoretical values
of IGA (blue line and red line) are lower than the simulation
values (black line and pink line). &is is because that the
quality of other components on the shredder is considered in
the ADAMS simulation but not in the algorithm simulation.
Obviously, the dynamic balance design achieves good per-
formance and greatly reduces the cost of balance testing.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a mathematical optimization model based on
the principle of dynamic balance is established with the
hammerhead arrangement of PFY2026 SMS as the research
object, which is an MTSP problem. Based on the good
characteristics of GA in global optimization and the good
performance of SA at local optimal solutions, an improved
genetic algorithm is proposed, which is obviously superior to
ACO. &e optimal resultant force is reduced by 80.64%, and
the dynamic unbalance on the shredder is greatly improved.

After optimization of IGA, the reduction degree of equal
force in plane Ι and plane ΙΙ is more than 60%, the com-
ponent force of x direction in plane Ι can even be optimized
to 5.6N, and the total resultant force of the two planes
reaches 147.7N, compared to the result of ACO of about
762.94N. In this paper, the reasonable arrangement of
hammerheads and fenders is put forward, which provides
guidance for the optimization of the hammerhead ar-
rangement of SMS.

ACO is specially proposed to solve the TSP problem.&e
IGA proposed in this paper is better than ACO in the
hammerhead arrangement of SMS. In order to improve the
convergence of the algorithm, a selection strategy based on
fitness is adopted in this paper. &e result analysis and

ADAMS simulation show that IGA is of great practical value
in the optimization of hammerhead arrangement and can
effectively guide the actual production.

Abbreviations

Ai-1,i: Rotation matrix of coordinate system oi–xiyizi
relative to oi-1–xi-1yi-1zi-1

Di-1: Position vector of coordinate system oi -xiyizi
relative to coordinate system oi-1–xi-1yi-1zi-1

Fi: Centrifugal force of i-th hammerhead (N)
FΙ: Total resultant force in plane I (N)
FΙΙ: Total resultant force in plane II (N)
f: Actual deflection of central shaft (m)
[f]: Allowable deflection of central shaft (m)
K: Boltzmann constant (J/K)
mΙAC: Mass of hammerheads at all A positions of 1–11

planes (kg)
mΙAF: Mass of the common fenders at all A positions of

1–11 planes decomposed to plane I (kg)
mΙΙAC: Mass of hammerheads in all positions A of 1–11

planes to plane ΙΙ (kg)
mΙΙAF: Mass of the common fenders at all A positions of

1–11 planes on plane II (kg)
popsize: Total population size of IGA
Pc: Crossover probability rate
Pm: Mutation probability rate
pTij: Probability of the i-th individual of IGA
qi(x): Fitness function value corresponding to the i-th

individual of IGA
rC: Diameter of the center of mass of hammerheads

(m)
rF: Diameter of the center of mass of the common

fenders (m)
T0: Initial temperature (°)
Tf: Termination temperature (°)
W: Torsional cross section coefficient (m3)
α: Temperature attenuation coefficient
ω: Angular velocity of crusher rotor (rad/s)
σ: Actual shear stress of central shaft (MPa)
[σ]: Allowable shear stress of central shaft (MPa).
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